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ABSTRACT 

 

ReJUICEvenate is a project about educating middle-aged people about ugly fruits and            

why they should not be wasted. Fruits with slight bruises, discolouration and little dents              

are usually thrown out even though they are perfectly fine to consume. This leads to               

food wastage which can be easily avoided. Thus, we aim to help change people’s              

mindset on ugly fruits and at the same time help reduce food wastage. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Rationale 

While doing grocery shopping, people usually turn a blind eye to fruits with bruises or               

dents and purchase those which look the best. Over time, such ugly fruits are not               

purchased and stores have to get rid of them as they go bad. This leads to huge                 

amounts of food wastage as such ugly fruits have the same amount of nutrients as the                

good looking ones and should not be thrown out just because they look slightly different.               

Money put into growing these fruits is also wasted when they are thrown in the trash.                

Thus, we embarked on this project so as to change the opinion of people on such ugly                 

fruits. 

 

1.2 Objectives 

The objectives of reJUICEvenate are to  

● Change the mindset of adults on ugly fruits 

● Prevent food wastage caused by discarding of ugly fruits 

● Encourage people to be more accepting towards ugly fruits 

 

1.3 Target Audience 

The target audience of reJUICEvenate is middle-aged people aged 30-50 or people            

who usually do grocery shopping as these are the people who affect which fruits are               

consumed and which fruits end up being thrown out and wasted. 
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1.4 Resources 

The resources we created for reJUICEvenate include  

● Posters 

● Video 

● Website 

The posters were made so that our target audience would be able to learn more about                

ugly fruits easily through little bits of information at a time. They act as a visual aid to                  

learn more effectively. 

Two videos were made to also teach people about ugly fruits and encourage them to be                

more accepting with evidence. 

The website consists of more information and also all the posters and videos made.              

This allows users to be able to easily access all the resources. 

Here are just 2 of the many posters. 
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The website can be accessed through this link: 

https://tangyeeheng.wixsite.com/rejuicevenate 

2 Review 

Uglyfood is a local company which aims to raise awareness about the ill-effects of              

cosmetic filtering which has led to great amounts of food wastage. On the Internet, there               

are also surveys and Ted-talks online about ugly fruits and how they are being wasted.               

Although research, experimentation other projects and talks have been conducted          

before, we feel that awareness about cosmetic filtering (buying food based on their             

appearance) has not been spread enough and not much has changed. Therefore, we             

embarked on this project to try and raise awareness about this issue. 

 

3 Methodology 

3.1 Needs Analysis 

We conducted a survey with 110 people from different age groups to find out about their                

impressions of ugly fruits and about their usual habits when purchasing fruits. This             

helped us to confirm the usefulness of our project and allowed us to determine where to                

move on with it. 
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3.2 Survey results 
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3.3 Resource Development 

We decided that posters, videos and a website were the best ways to spread              

awareness about ugly fruits as they are easily accessible which would help us educate              

the public about this issue. The posters were made with Canva, the videos were made               

with iMovie and the website which contained all our resources were made with Wix. Our               

surveys were made with Google Forms. 
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3.4 Pilot Test 

As for the pilot test, we went out to grocery stores on multiple days to interview people.                 

We showed them our website which consisted of our posters and videos to raise              

awareness about ugly fruits. In order to convince them that the appearance of the fruits               

do not matter, we gave them juice from an ugly fruit and a good looking one. They all                  

said that they could not taste a difference and we managed to convince them that the                

appearance of fruits do not matter. 

 

 

 

After showing the public our resources, we managed to get some of them to do a short                 

survey for us to see whether they have benefitted from our sharing. 
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4 Outcome and Discussion 

From our surveys and tests, we received mostly positive feedback and results. We also              

received some suggestions to improve our project such as working with larger            

organisations such as NTUC so that our impact would be more profound. We feel that               

improvements can be made to our project such as getting more test results and working               

with larger organisations to help make a greater impact on society. We could have also               

created more resources such as board games or card games to engage the audience              

better. In conclusion, we feel that we have done a decent job in this project and we are                  

glad that we were able to spread awareness about cosmetic filtering and the effects of               

rejecting ugly fruits to some of the public. 

 

5 Conclusion 

ReJUICEvenate has allowed us to learn many important skills which would definitely            

help us in the future. From the pilot tests, we learnt to approach people with courage,                

from the team meetings, we learnt a lot about each other, teamwork and perseverance.              

We also learnt a lot about time management and how to split the workload with each                

other. Some of us learnt how to create posters and videos and others learnt how to                

design websites. In conclusion, we have gained a lot of insight through this project. 
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